Invitation for the
14th dragon boat Indoor- Cup in Rostock !
When?

11th Januar 2020
entry:
team captains meeting:
first race:

Where ?

from 9.00 to 18.00
from 8.30 Uhr
9.00 Uhr
9.15 Uhr

Hallenschwimmbad Neptun
Kopernikusstraße 18
18057 Rostock

Why?

 vivacious and dragon boat-like moderation with Chris (you know
him from Warnemünde and the Pfaffenteich)

 reviews on our big screen
 interludes during the breaks
 presentations and fun in our separate diving pool

parallel to the
competition (fun-races, smaller boats,and other surprises!)
 catering an shops directly in the hall (paddle clothes from the
Paddel-Center and boats, too…)
 a great and family-oriented winter dragon boat adventure for
the 13th years in a row!

Who?

organization:
SV Breitling e. V.
Schmarl-Dorf 15 d
18106 Rostock
indoorcup-rostock@sv-breitling.de

What?

classes / maximum number of teams:
mixed
mixed youth
open
ladys

40 Teams
10 Teams
15 Teams
15 Teams

rules
in accordance with
boats
paddel

How?

team composition
size
attention!!!
mixed
youth
open
ladys
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EDBF / DDV
will be provided
will be provided (KS / Alu)
own paddles can be used at own risk

max. 8 paddlers, for all classes
max. 2 paddlers in reserve per team !!
at least 4 female paddlers per team
all of them will have to be younger than 18 years
max. 8 paddlers
female paddlers only

How much ?

starting fee
all classes:
youth (discount)

90,00 € each team
50,00 € each team

The starting fee is to be transferred after our confirmation in a timely
manner, otherwise there is no entitlement to a starting place.

Important! This is how you can register:
 sign in via email in a formless way at:






“fine print“

indoorcup-rostock@sv-breitling.de
(this is the right place for all of your questions, too)
We will check whether there are still slots available
We will send you a confirmation
You pay the start fee within max. 10 days but before the deadline,
which will be announced with our confirmation (Teams whose
starting fee has not been received within our deadline / before the
final date are not entitled to a starting place!)
but then: finished ;-) We're looking forward seeing you!

 swim: The participants confirm that they can swim 100 meters in
light clothing.

 Participants confirm that they participate in the event at their own
risk and free the organizer from any liability.

 media rights: By participating in the Indoor Cup, the athletes and
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accompanying athletes will grant the organizer the rights to use
picture, photo and television recordings made by them during the
event.
The number of teams is limited, there is no claim to a starting
place. Entitlement to a starting place exists according to a
commitment by the organizer.
Teams which have not paid the starting fee (see above) or have
not passed them on time and in full height will not be allowed to
start, even if they have received a start position from the organizer.
Teams who own a confirmed starting place and cancel until
23.12.2019 will receive their starting fee minus € 5.00 processing
fee.
Teams which cancel their participation beginning from 24.12.2019
will not receive their start fees.
The cancellations are in each case: to be submitted written to the
organizer until 23.12.2019 24:00.
The organizer has domestic law. All instructions from the official
helpers of the organizer must be followed immediately.
For a max. of 10 athletes per team the entry fee to the hall will be
free.

